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«The degree of civilization in a society 
can be judged by observing women’s
conditions»

Francois Marie Charles Fourier



In countries like China or India, even nowadays,      
abortion is preferred to a female daughter





French Women before Revolution

Ø Considered as «Passive Citizens»
Ø Economically dependent on their husband
Ø Excluded from politics, except for rich

widows
Ø Main protagonist of the «Marriage

Market»
Ø No possibility to choose

Portrait of Charlotte Corday: French 
revolutionary and activist of XVIII Century



Suffragette
Women during the «First French Revolution» of 1789 and the «Liberal 
Riots» of 1848 became integral of the campaigns, which were occasions to 
publically express the borning Feminism.

Ladies were able to reorganize in associations and cooperative, fighting
together for:
Ø Gender Equality
Ø Right to Divorce
Ø Equal Salaries
Ø Abolition of Prostitution
Ø Laic Education

We could define all those turmoil as: «Suffragette», from the french word 
«Suffrage»





French Women in Modern Age
Ø Socially Emancipated
Ø Icon of Style and «Good Taste»
Ø Not more seen as completely dependent on their

husband

Those are the general tracts of the new vision about
women since XIX Century, even if she continues to be 
formally excluded from politics, most of all from 
Suffrage, which keeps being their Achilles heel.

The situation will change as the two «Great Conflicts» 
take place





Equality
The spreading of Feminism through all Europe brought
various goverments to the craved concession: the «female» 
right to vote. 

In France this happened on 5 October 1944 by the Prime 
Minister Charles De Gaulle, making french women able to 
partecipate to the «Municipal Elections» of 29 April 1945 
and the susbsequent «National Elections» of 27 October.

Is interesting to analyze how paradoxal that situation was: 
french women were able to gain their right to vote just 
because other nations did, even if them, and their ancestors, 
were the true and very first precursor of modern feminism.




